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A comprehensive menu of Soho Juice from St Petersburg covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Soho Juice:
my favorite smoothie and açaí shots! most of their things are made home and they taste so good! they offer

amazing juices and dishes and have vegan donuts and other tasty. they can build their own bowl and smoothie
and they make it order. read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be

used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and
eat. WLAN is available at no extra cost. What User doesn't like about Soho Juice:

My husband and I went there to get an acai bowl, but instead we received nothing! The reason was because my
husband can not have bananas for medical reasons and the person that was preparing the acai bowl refused to

take out the bananas. So, we took our business elsewhere and had no problems getting an acai bowl without
bananas. We did like Soho because it's in our neighborhood, but I would rather go outside our neig... read more.
The fresh and tasty juices on the drinks menu perfectly complement the meals of the local, You'll find tasty South

American cuisine also in the menu. In this restaurant there is also an large diversity of coffee and tea
specialties not to forget, Here you'll find sweet pastries and cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and

hot beverages.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Desser�
DONUTS

So� drink�
JUICE

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Beverage�
JUICES

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Shish�
MINT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

TROPICAL

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

KALE

FRUIT

VEGETABLE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -22:00
Tuesday 07:00 -22:00
Wednesday 07:00 -22:00
Thursday 07:00 -22:00
Friday 07:00 -22:00
Saturday 08:00 -22:00
Sunday 08:00 -22:00
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